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with the threat to Virginia and the individual states from the
proposed Federal judiciary. The 'purse is gone; the sword is
gone," he said, as so many had said in so many conventions.
And now the scales of Justice were in danger. The state courts
were to be at the mercy of the federal courts. Citizens of the
states were to be at the mercy of an alien jurisdiction. John
Marshall replied with a masterful exposition of the proposed
judiciary, which he insisted was no more likely to be unjust in its
operations than that of Virginia, which it much resembled. But
Henry on the 21st, while paying compliments to Marshall,
he admireds was sure that tihe Constitution* still only on ^
could not be trusted. "It will be an empire of men and not of
laws. Your rights and liberties rest-upon men. Their wisdom and
integrity may preserve you—but on the contrary, should they
prove "ambitious, and designing, may they not flourish and tri-
umph upon the ruins of their country?" Henry implied they
might and would. And again he was eloquent about the-threat of
the Constitution to the immemorial right of trial by Jury.
No doubt many of the members of the convention followed the
constitutional arguments with difficulty. It is as hard for an un-
trained person to read a printed constitution and visualize its
workings as to read a musical score and hear the complex sounds
indicated by the notes on the page. No wonder Henry was, of all
the debaters, the most popular with the members, and with the
spectators who crowded the New Academy whenever he spoke.
His arguments were as exciting as a play. And, like a play, they
moved the emotions of the hearers. Virginia, the riiotlier of the
states and of American liberties, must not be lost in a general
government with its head elsewhere. The agricultural South
must not be put at a disadvantage with the commercial North,
The West must not be sacrificed to interests-of the East And
there was the matter of the heavy debts still owed by Virginia
planters to British creditors. A general government might de-'
inand that these be paid, and might make treaties which Virginia,
and any state, would have to accept and act upon. Should
Virginia impoverish "herself to benefit the union? Or, as Grayson
put it on the 24th: ^ it right for a rich nation to consolidate
with a poor one? * . . In all nations where a rich state is joined
.with a poor one, it will be found that the rich one will pay In

